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Abstract—With the growing popularity of mobile devices, a new type of peer-to-peer communication mode for mobile cloud computing

has been introduced. By applying a variety of short-range wireless communication technologies to establish connections with nearby

mobile devices, we can construct a mobile cloudlet in which each mobile device can either works as a computing service provider or a

service requester. Although the paradigm of mobile cloudlet is cost-efficient in handling computation-intensive tasks, the understanding

of its corresponding service mode from a theoretic perspective is still in its infancy. In this paper, we first propose a newmobile cloudlet-

assisted service mode named Opportunistic task Scheduling over Co-located Clouds (OSCC), which achieves flexible cost-delay

tradeoffs between conventional remote cloud service mode and mobile cloudlets service mode. Then, we perform detailed analytic

studies for OSCC mode, and solve the energy minimization problem by compromising among remote cloud mode, mobile cloudlets

mode and OSCC mode. We also conduct extensive simulations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed OSCC mode, and analyze

its applicability. Moreover, experimental results show that when the ratio of data size after task execution over original data size

associated with the task is smaller than 1 (i.e., r < 1) and the average meeting rate of two mobile devices � is larger than 0:00014, our

proposed OSCC mode outperforms existing service modes.

Index Terms—Task schedule, mobile cloud computing, mobile cloudlets, allocation optimization
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, due to the explosive increase of mobile devi-
ces and data traffic, various innovative technologies

have been developed to transfer data more efficiently by the
use of large quantities of mobile devices connectedwith each
other. However, as mobile devices have limitations in terms
of computing power, memory, storage, communications and
battery capacity, the computation-intensive tasks are hard to
be handled locally. Fortunately, the paradigm of mobile
cloud computing (MCC) enables mobile devices to obtain
extra resources for computing, storage and service supply,
and may overcome above limitations [1]. Typically, compu-
tation-intensive tasks can be uploaded to the remote cloud [2]
through cellular network or WiFi. Though WiFi is energy
efficient with high data rate, its connections are intermittent
inmobile environments. In contrast toWiFi, cellular network
provides stable and ubiquitous connections with high cost.

In recent years, as a direct short-range communication
mode between devices in the same district, device-to-device
communication (D2D) has been well studied in terms of its
techniques, application cases, and businessmodels [3], [4], [5].
With the enormous increase of mobile devices with high
memory and computing power, a new type peer-to-peer
communication mode for MCC, called ad hoc cloudlet or
mobile cloudlets, has been introduced [6]. In a mobile cloud-
let, a mobile device can be either a service node or a comput-
ing service requester (referred to as task node). When the
connection of D2D is available in the mobile cloudlets, task
node can offload the computing task to the cloudlet. The use
of mobile cloudlets leads to low communication costs and
short transmission delay, however, the intermittent D2D
connections may quickly become invalid due to network
dynamics.

In mobile environment, remote cloud and mobile cloud-
lets both have advantages and disadvantages for task off-
loading. The keypoint of our work in this paper is to find
the compromised service mode by the use of remote cloud
and mobile cloudlets to minimize the cost and still ensure
good-enough quality of experience (QoE) [7]. As shown in
Table 1, remote cloud based service mode has shortcoming
of high cost, while the efficiency of mobile cloudlets ori-
ented service mode is closely related with user’s mobility.
To solve the problem, the paper proposes a new task off-
loading mode named “Opportunistic task Scheduling over
Co-located Clouds” (OSCC) which divides into three cate-
gories including OSCC (back&forth), OSCC (one way-WiFi)
and OSCC (one way-Cellular Network). The OSCC mode
outperforms remote cloud mode and mobile cloudlets
mode due to a better tradeoff between cost and mobility
support. Thus, the main contributions of the paper include:
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� We propose a new OSCC mode for task offloading to
support high user mobility while saving the commu-
nication cost as much as possible.

� We analyze the performance of the OSCC mode
extensively in terms of task duration and energy cost
under different application scenarios. In this paper,
the energy cost mainly includes communication cost
and processing cost. The communication cost is con-
sumed for task offloading, computation result feed-
back. The communications can be achieved by either
D2D link or cellular network. The processing cost
consists of processing energy cost in either clouds or
local nodes. The optimal solution of task allocation is
given to achieve minimum energy cost. Basically, it’s
more energy efficient to allocate more workloads to
the service nodes with higher mobility and larger
computing capacities.

� We identify the design spectrum based on the math-
ematical modes. The OSCC mode achieves the
tradeoff between remote cloud mode and mobile
cloudlets mode. Furthermore, we introduce two dif-
ferent kinds of task allocation schemes, i.e., dynamic
allocation and static allocation. Under both mobile
cloudlets mode and OSCC mode, dynamic alloca-
tion exhibits lower cost than static allocation.

� We provide some insights based on the performance
evaluation, and the following question is answered:
given a computation task, what is the optimal task
partitioning strategy, i.e., how many sub-tasks
should be divided to optimize the integrated perfor-
mance in terms of task duration and energy cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the related work. We introduce the Oppor-
tunistic task Scheduling over Co-located Clouds mode in
Section 3, and then detail the mode in Section 4. We analyze
and optimize the mode in Section 5. Numerical results are
shown in Section 6, followed by the conclusion and future
work in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey the existing methods for task off-
loading, which are classified into two categories: 1) based
on the remote cloud, 2) with the help of mobile cloudlets.

2.1 Remote Cloud

Along with the development of MCC, mobile users can
upload their computing tasks [8], [9] to the cloud and the
cloud will return the result to them after the completion of

the computing tasks [10], [11]. This is traditional task off-
loading mode as shown in Fig. 1. Mobile devices can offload
computing related tasks to the cloud in two ways. One is
through WiFi for cost saving as shown in Fig. 1a while the
other is through expensive cellular network (e.g., 3G/4G/
5G) as shown in Fig. 1b in case WiFi is unavailable. There-
fore, a major question is: under what situation should the
mobile users offload the computing tasks to the cloud [12]?
Previous work introduced various offloading strategies.
Clonecloud [13] has proposed cloud-augmented execution
by using cloned virtual image as a powerful virtual unit.
Kosta et al. [14] has proposed a dynamic resource allocation
and the framework of parallel execution named ThinkAir.
As for the parallel task [15] allocation on the mobile devices,
Li et al. [16] designed a kind of heuristic offloading scheme.
Different from the existed research work, Lei et al. [17] first
considers the interactions between the offloading decision
function of MCC and the radio resource management func-
tion of wireless heterogeneous network (HetNet), and the
offloading decision is made considering both the offloading
gain and the cost of using the HetNet when a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) is established with it. Under this frame-
work, the mobile users may enjoy the cloud services with
good QoE regardless of spectrum scarcity. However, these
researches mainly takes what, when and how to offload the
task from the mobile to cloud. In Flores et al. [18], the main
consideration is how to offload the tasks to the cloud in real
situation. Provided with stable support from the cellular
network, smartphone can offload the computing task to the

TABLE 1
A Comparison of Service Modes for Task Offloading

Structure Communication Style Cost Scalability Mobility
Support

Freedom of
Service Node

Computation
Duration

Remote Cloud Cellular Network High Coarse High N/A Medium
WiFi Low Coarse Low N/A Medium

Mobile Cloudlets D2D Low Coarse Low Low Low
Co-Located Clouds D2D Low Medium Medium Medium High

D2D and Cellular Network Medium Fine High High High
D2D and WiFi Low Fine High High High

Fig. 1. Illustration of task offloading through remote cloud service mode:
(a) remote cloud service mode via WiFi; (b) remote cloud service mode
via cellular networks.
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remote cloud at any time and any places. The advantage of
this mode is high reliability in the service supply while the
disadvantage is the high cost and delay of the cellular
network [19].

2.2 Mobile Cloudlets

The concept of cloudlet was presented in Satyanarayanan
et al. [20] and then discussed in Miettinen et al. [21]. These
cloudlets are described as “data center in a box”. Nowa-
days, discussions on cloudlets focus on the definition of the
cloudlet size, lifetime of cloudlets node life and available
time to solve a basic problem of the cloudlets: under what
condition is it feasible for the mobile cloudlets to provide
mobile application service [6]. Moreover, Wang et al. [22]
has proposed a kind of opportunistic cloudlet offloading
mechanism based on mobile cloudlets and Truong-Huu
et al. [23] has proposed a kind of stochastic workload distri-
bution approach based on mobile cloudlets. However, only
when task node is connected with service node, can the task
offloading be allowed. After the D2D connection is built up
between the task node and service node, the energy cost is
economic since the content delivery are carried out through
the local wireless network (i.e., WiFi and bluetooth). Zhou
et al. [24], [25] first propose a distributed information-shar-
ing strategy with low complexity and high efficiency. The
limitation of mobile cloudlets lies in the strict requirement
on time because the task node and service node shall have
enough time to offload the computing tasks and treat the
feedback. Once the task node and service node disconnect
due to high user mobility and other factors of network
dynamics while task offloading is not completed, the com-
puting will fail.

3 OPPORTUNISTIC TASK SCHEDULING OVER

CO-LOCATED CLOUDS MODE

3.1 Motivation

Along with the rapid development of wireless communi-
cation and sensor technology, the mobile devices are
equipped with more and more sensors, as well as power-
ful computing and perception abilities. Under such back-
ground, the crowdsourcing application emerges as a new
type of mobile computing: a large number of users utilize
mobile devices as basic sensing units to achieve distrib-
uted data, collection and utilization of the perception
tasks and data through mobile Internet to complete even
larger and more complicated social perception tasks.
The participants who complete the complicated percep-
tion tasks with crowdsourcing do not need professional
skills. The crowdsourcing has succeeded in the applica-
tions of positioning, navigation, urban traffic perception,
market forecasting, opinion mining, etc. which are labor-
intensive and time-consuming. Based on the vast quantity
of common users, it distributes tasks in a free and volun-
tary manner to common users and let them complete
the tasks that they can never complete independently.
The idea of crowdsourcing also has broad applications
for task offloading [18], [26].

In this paper, the task offloading is realized by remote
cloud and mobile cloudlets. We consider that either tradi-
tional remote cloud or mobile cloudlets exhibits a certain

limitation during task offloading, especially under limited
bandwidth. Given the application of image segmentation as
a typical scenario (see Section 4.1 for details), the size of
the picture taken by a mobile device is generally large.
However, the user only care some specific region of interest
(ROI). For example, the interest of some users towards a
whole picture is only the face image appearing in the pic-
ture. Compared to the size of the picture, the size of such
ROI is much smaller. In order to achieving energy saving,
it’s beneficial to finish the task of image segmentation
locally. However, the transmission of the whole picture to
the cloud is a must using remote cloud service mode. In
comparison, the energy cost for offloading the task to the
cloud through the cellular network can be eliminated in
either mobile cloudlets service mode or OSCC mode. How-
ever, the use of mobile cloudlets service mode incurs the
limit on user’s mobility. Thus, how to design an optimal
solution to minimizing energy cost while guaranteeing high
user’s QoE is a challenging issue.

3.2 OSCC Mode

In mobile cloudlets, user mobility or network dynamics
make contacting time of two users short, which decreases the
probability of task completion. However, we assume that the
contacting time via D2D link is enough for a task node to
transmit content associated with computation to a service
node. When the task node and the service node disconnect,
the computing of the service node will still carry on until the
sub-tasks complete. We call the new service mode as OSCC.
A basic feature of OSCC is that the contact between the task
node and the service node can be either short or long instead
of limiting users’ mobility to guarantee the contact time for
task completion in conventional cloudlet based service
mode. We assume each computing task has a deadline,
before which the computing result should be returned from
the service node to the task node. Based on the location of the
service node upon the sub-task completion, there are three
situations: i) move close to the task node again within D2D
communication range, ii) cannot to connect with the task
node directly by D2D communications, but WiFi can still
work, iii) in no way to connect the task node by neither D2D
links nor WiFi, but the cellular network can still work. Con-
sidering three situations above, the OSCC service mode was
classified into the following three categories.

� OSCC (back&forth): Wang et al. [22] have proposed a
task offloading method with the help of cloudlet,
used the statistical law of the nodemovement and cal-
culated the probability of themeeting of the task node
and service node for twice at least. In that way, before
the completion of the required computing tasks, once
the service node meets the task node again and the
sub-tasks of the service node have finished, the result
of the sub-tasks can be transmitted to the task node
successfully. We call the task offloading service mode
by mobile cloudlets as “back-and-forth service in
cloudlet”. However, in this mode, user mobility is
always limited to ensure the secondmeeting between
the task node and the service node. Even though,
the mobility support of OSCC (back&forth) mode
is higher than remote cloud mode through WiFi.
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Therefore, we mark the mobility support level of
OSCC (back&forth) as themobility support should be
leveled as “Medium” in Table 1.

� OSCC (one way-WiFi): Considering that the service
node may move another cell, where WiFi is avail-
able, for example, the owner of the service node
comes back to his/her home, the sub-task result can
be uploaded to the cloud through WiFi. Generally,
the data size of sub-task result (Sresult

sub�tk) is smaller
than the original size of the data associated with the

sub-task (Srecv
sub�tk). Let r denote the rate of S

result
sub�tk over

Srecv
sub�tk. With the decrease of r, OSCC (one way-WiFi)

outperforms remote cloud service mode more.
� OSCC (one way-Cellular Network): In thismode, the eco-

nomic way for computing task result feedback is not
available. That is, the service node moves to a place
without WiFi, it needs to upload the sub-task result to
the cloud through cellular network. As for the r value,
the small the r is, the better the effect of OSCCmode is.

A typical example is presented to explain the above men-
tioned three kinds of OSCC service modes, as shown in
Fig. 2. David has a computation-intensive task which cannot
be carried out only by his mobile phone. Within his D2D
communication range, the phones of David’s three friends,
Smith, Alex and Bob are all in idle state. So, David divides
the computing task into three sub-tasks and transmits them
to the three phones via D2D links. Smith is good friend of
David and moves together with David, so he always keeps
contact with David. After the completion of the task, the
result of his sub-task computation will be transmitted to
David directly through D2D connection. We assume Alex
goes back to home with available WiFi link, so OSCC (one
way-WiFi) service mode is used. Let’s assume that Bob has
moved to another cell before the completion of the sub-task,
so he uploads the sub-task result to the task node through
OSCC (one way-Cellular Network) service mode.

OSCC is quite efficient in some applications, for example,
the data size associated with computing task is huge but the
result data is relatively small. We consider the example of
image segmentation mentioned in Section 3.1. Compared
with remote cloud service mode, OSCC mode can transmit
the whole picture through D2D which needs less bandwidth
and energy. Compared with mobile cloudlets service mode,
OSCC mode features a higher expand ability, as it does not
require the task node keep contact with service nodes
through D2D communications all the time or within a
region, so it provides high freedom for the task node and
service node. Therefore, OSCC mode which can be taken as
the compromised mode between remote cloud and mobile
cloudlets, achieving more flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
It is known to us that the paper first proposes the OSCC
mode. In order to understand how to use this new task off-
loading mode better, we establish a mathematical model
and provide solutions to some optimization problems. As
for the OSCC mode, here we give the hypothesis as follows:

� The computing tasks can be divided into multiple
sub-tasks.

� According to different applications and the properties
of the task, we classify the division of the task into two
categories, i.e., cloned task and non-cloned task.

� Each service node will not accept the same cloned
task more than once.

� Packet loss is not considered during the transmission
of network data.

4 OSCC MODE

Assume that there are M mobile nodes in the mobile cloud
computing network. Let N denote the total number of task
nodes and n denote the amount of sub-tasks for a task node.
Task node can communicate with service node only when
they are within the transmission radius R. That is, task node

Fig. 2. Illustration of the task offloading at OSCC mode: (a) Smith send sub-task result to David via D2D connection; (b) Bob send sub-task result to
cloud via 3G; (c) Alex send sub-task result to cloud via WiFi.
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cni and service node snj can communicate if jjLiðtÞ�
LjðtÞjj < R, Li and Lj are the positions of the two nodes at
time t. The node mobility is i.i.d. Typically, the inter-contact
duration of any two nodes follows exponential distribution
with parameter � [27], [28]. Thus, � reflects the average
meeting rate of two nodes. The probability without contact

within Dt time can be calculated as Pft > Dtg ¼ e��Dt. The
task node have a total amount of computation task Q which
can be divided into n sub-tasks. Q can be denoted as

Q ¼
Xn
i¼1

xi; (1)

where xi is the workload assigned to node i. Let’s assume
that service node sni have a per unit process speed ni and
this service node can process sub-task xi. Table 2 describes
the notations and default values used in this paper. In the
following section, task duration and energy cost of OSCC
mode will be analyzed.

4.1 Task Duration

The task duration consists of time consumed by two proce-
dures, i.e., 1) the delivery of task contents, and 2) task result
feedback. For the sake of simplicity, we assume task node
knows the capabilities of service nodes. Let t� denote the
task duration. Considering the situation where a task is
computation-intensive and WiFi is unavailable, the delay of
local processing (denoted by Q=v, where v is processing
speed of the task node) is typically larger than t�.

A task mainly consists of three components, i.e., process-
ing code, data and parameter(s). For a non-cloned task,

a task node divides the task into a certain number of sub-
tasks. Each sub-task includes a specific combination of
processing code, data and parameter(s). Typically, the data
contents and parameters between two sub-tasks are differ-
ent while processing codes probably are identical. For a
cloned task, it can be copied during task dissemination. It
has intrinsic feature of random parameter-oriented compu-
tation. To illustrate the difference between a cloned task
and a non-cloned task, the characteristics of a cloned task
are detailed as follows:

1) When a service node receives a cloned task, it can
further duplicate the cloned task and disseminate it
to other service nodes. However, a service node will
not accept the same cloned task more than once.

2) A cloned task typically includes processing code
without data and pre-assigned parameters. When a
service node receives the cloned task, it executes the
processing code with a stochastic parameter gener-
ated by the local machine (i.e., the service node).

3) The computation complexity of executing a process-
ing code with various stochastic parameters for a
bunch of times is the major purpose for a task node
to allocate cloned tasks to numerous service nodes.

4) Though there exists high redundancy among various
cloned tasks in terms of processing code, the compu-
tation activities are different in those service nodes
handling the cloned tasks.

We further give examples about non-cloned task and cloned
task in detail.

TABLE 2
Variables and Notation of OSCC Mode

Variable Default Value Explanation

M 500 number of nodes in the cell
cni N/A a task node with index i and have computation task to be executed
snk N/A a service node with index k, which serves as available resource for computation offloading
N 45 the total number of task nodes in the cell
n 10 the amount of sub-tasks for a task node
K 450 number of total sub-tasks in the cell
XðtÞ N/A the number of service nodes at time t
Si tð Þ N/A the function of number of sub-tasks assigned for a task node cni at time t
� 0.0001 average meeting rate of two nodes in the cell
rt;tþDtðiÞ 1/0 whether sni assigns sub-task successfully within Dt

uit;tþDtðkÞ 1/0 whether service node snk gets assignment of sub-task for cni

t� N/A the average time to complete the computation of a whole task
t�s N/A t* under computation clone mode
Q 200 size of total computation task
xi N/A size of sub-ask the serve node sni have
r 0.5 the ratio of Sresult

sub�tk and Srecv
sub�tk

Ecell
n!c

2 the per unit communication cost from task node to cloud via cellular network

Ecell
c!n

2 the per unit communication cost from cloud to task node via cellular network

Ecloud
proc

0.1 the per unit energy cost for computation tasks processed in cloud

ED2D 1 the per unit communication cost from task node to service node
Enode

proc ðkÞ 0.2 the per unit energy cost for service node snk to process a sub-task locally

r 0.001 the probing cost per time unit
td 4,000 deadline for computation task completion time
ni N/A per unit process speed of service node sni

CCloud N/A the total energy cost for computation task executed in remote cloud
Ccloudlet N/A the total energy cost for computation task executed in CCS mode
COSCC N/A the total energy cost for computation task executed in OCS mode
v 0.5 a weight factor which indicates the emphasis
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Given an example as shown in Fig. 3a about non-cloned
task, David is the task user (corresponding to task node)
and has 20 pictures, which have different images and
contain unique ROI in each picture. There are Bob, Alex,
Smith and Suri, four users who can reach David through
D2D communications. As each person has a different smart
phone and specific computing power, the computing task
shall be divided into four sub-tasks through “dynamic
allocation” which means the four assigned sub-tasks are dif-
ferent from each other. For example, Bob and Alex are allo-
cated six and seven images respectively while Smith and
Suri are assigned three pictures and four pictures. When the
picture is segmented, the ROI (i.e., computation result) will
be sent to task node, which is owned by David. In this
example, all of the benefits are obtained by David while
Bob, Alex, Smith and Suri provide “free services”. Practi-
cally, the intrinsic selfish feature of mobile users constitutes
the biggest obstacle for task offloading. For example, most
users intend to assign tasks to other users while avoiding
accepting the sub-tasks allocated to them. This fact may
result in failure of OSCC scenario, where most users like to
count on others to help them to execute the tasks while
reluctant to share computing capacity to others. In order
to solve the problem, an incentive mechanism can be
designed. For example, Bob contributes computing capacity
of his mobile phone to execute David’s sub-task. A certain
amount of incentive is sent to him. Likewise, Alex, Suri and
Smith get more or less rewards from David according to
their workload. Later, their incentives can be used to obtain
favors of speeding up their own computing tasks. However,
the design of an incentive mechanism to encourage various

users for collaborations on task offloading is not the focus of
this paper. We will address this issue in future work.

In the scenario shown in Fig. 3b about cloned task, the
task can be cloned for required times. For example, David
has a cloned task to be processed for 20 times while only
Bob and Alex are within his D2D communication scope.
Thus, David assigns Bob and Alex to process the cloned
task for 9 times and 11 times, respectively. When Bob
receives the assignment, he handles the cloned task for 6
times by himself while seeking the help from Smith to pro-
cess the cloned task for the left 3 times. Likewise, Alex can
reach Suri via D2D link, and allocates 4 times of cloned task
executions to Suri. In summary, the 20 times of cloned task
executions are allocated to Bob, Alex, Smith and Suri for 6,
7, 3 and 4 times, respectively. In this example, when the ser-
vice node receives a cloned task, the cloned task can be cop-
ied and distributed to other service nodes, which is similar
with the epidemic model in online social network. Regard-
ing the energy cost caused by the flooding of cloned task,
task clone enables less energy cost since more D2D opportu-
nities are available during cloned task distribution than the
case of non-cloned task offloading.

4.2 Energy Cost

The energy cost is mainly consists of communication cost
and processing cost. The communication cost includes two
parts, the first one is consumed for offloading task result to
cloud (denoted by Ecell

n!c), the other part is for cloud to feed-

back computation result to task node (denoted by Ecell
c!n).

ED2D denotes the energy cost via D2D link. The processing

cost includes processing energy cost in cloud Ecloud
proc and in

node Enode
proc . Considering the heterogeneous capability of ser-

vice nodes in terms computing power, we give two methods
to distribute the nodes of sub-tasks.

� Static Allocation: As the task node usually has no
knowledge about the processing capacity of the ser-
vice node, we assume that the task node does not dif-
ferentiate the computing capability of all the service
nodes, that is, they have the same processing speed
vi and the same amount of workload xi ¼ Q=n. The
task node will distribute the sub-tasks to the service
nodes evenly. However, the shortcoming of such
assumption is that the service node with largest
delay to submit computation result will cause the
increase of the task duration.

� Dynamic Allocation: Practically, in order to achieve
higher delay performance, the task node should not
ignore the heterogenous capabilities of service nodes.
This motivates us to propose “dynamic allocation”
strategy. With the information of the computing capa-
bility of various service nodes, we can distribute the
sub-tasks in a more intellectual way. For example, if
the service node has stronger computing power, it will
receive a sub-taskwith a larger workload.

5 ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION FOR OSCC MODE

Different service modes have both advantages and disad-
vantages and we hope to achieve flexible tradeoff among
various modes to decrease energy cost and delay while

Fig. 3. Illustration of task offloading in opportunistic co-located clouds
service: (a) non-cloned task; (b) cloned task.
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meeting the requirements of user’s QoE. In the following
section, the delay and energy performance will be analyzed,
then the optimization framework will be given.

5.1 Analysis for Task Duration in OSCC Mode

5.1.1 Task Duration in OSCC Mode with Non-Cloned

Task

First, let’s analyze the task duration in the case that the tasks
cannot be cloned. The task duration consists of time con-
sumptions from two main parts, i.e., sub-task distribution,
and computation execution. Sub-task distribution phase is
the phase when the task node assigns sub-tasks to service
nodes, including transmitting the contents associated with
sub-tasks to the service nodes. Typically, computation delay
is much smaller than sub-task distribution delay. For the
sake of simplicity, only sub-task distribution delay is con-
sidered. Let Dt denote a very small time interval, within
which there is only one contact at most. As shown in Table 2,
if rt;tþDtðiÞ is 1, it means that a task node mi successfully
meets a service node and assigns a sub-task within Dt, vice
versa. Thus, rt;tþDtðiÞ can be defined as follows:

rt;tþDtðiÞ ¼ 1 mi assigns sub-task successfully within Dt;
0 otherwise:

�

(2)

Since the inter-contact duration of any two nodes follows
exponential distribution, the probability that mi assigns a
sub-task successfully can be expressed as follows:

Pfrt;tþDtðiÞ ¼ 1g ¼ 1� ðe��DtÞXðtÞ; (3)

where XðtÞ is the number of service node to the time t. Its

expectation can be calculated as: Eðrt;tþDtðiÞÞ¼1� ðe��DtÞXðtÞ,
so the number of service nodes which have no sub-task
assignments can be computed as:

Xðtþ DtÞ ¼ XðtÞ �
XN
i¼1

rt;tþDtðiÞ: (4)

We can obtain the expectation about Equation (4):

EðXðtþ DtÞ ¼ EðXðtÞÞ �NEðrt;tþDtðiÞÞ: (5)

Letting Dt be close to 0, using the theory of limit, we can
obtain the derivation of EðXðtÞÞ as follows:

E0ðXðtÞÞ ¼ lim
Dt!0

EðXðtþ DtÞ � EðXðtÞÞ
Dt

¼ �N�EðXðtÞÞ:
(6)

By solving the ordinary differential equation (ODE) (6), we
can finally get the function EðXðtÞÞ as:

EðXðtÞÞ ¼ EðXð0ÞÞe�N�t: (7)

By solving the inverse function of Equation (7), we can
obtain the average time of task duration (denoted by t�) as
follows:

t� ¼
ln M�N

EðXðt�ÞÞ
N�

: (8)

Correspondingly, EðXðt�ÞÞ ¼ M �Nn. Aforementioned
analysis is for the case that all of the computations are
considered.

5.1.2 Task Duration in OSCC Mode with Cloned Task

Now we analysis for the OSCC mode with cloned task. At
beginning of our analysis, for the sake of simplicity, let us just
consider only one task node. Let SðtÞ denote the number of
service nodes which have sub-tasks at time t. Let dt;tþDtðmkÞ
denote whether mk gets sub-task assignment within Dt.
We can obtain

EðSðtÞÞ ¼ Sð0ÞMeM�t

M � Sð0Þ � Sð0ÞeM�t
; (9)

where Sð0Þ ¼ 1. Then, the task duration t can be calculated
as follows:

t ¼
lnðSðtÞðM�Sð0ÞÞ

Sð0ÞðM�SðtÞÞÞ
M�

: (10)

Furthermore, let’s assume that there are N task node, and
each sub-task can be cloned. Let SiðtÞ denote the number of
service nodes which have sub-task assignments of task node
mi to the time t, thenwe can calculate Siðtþ DtÞ as follows:

Siðtþ DtÞ ¼ SiðtÞ þ
XM�NSiðtÞ

k¼1

uit;tþDtðkÞ; (11)

where uit;tþDtðkÞ denoted whether service node mk gets
assignment of sub-task formi. As for Equation (11), utilizing
the methods similar to Equations (5) and (6), we can obtain

E0ðSiðtÞÞ ¼ ðM �NEðSiðtÞÞÞ�EðSiðtÞÞ: (12)

Then, by solving ODE (12), we can compute EðSiðtÞÞ as

EðSiðtÞÞ ¼ e�MtM

M �N þ e�MtN
: (13)

Finally, by solving the inverse function of Equation (13), we
obtain the average time of the task duration for a single task
(denoted by t�s) as follows:

t�s ¼
ln ðEðSiðt�sÞÞðM�NÞ

M�NEðSiðt�sÞÞ Þ
M�

: (14)

Correspondingly, EðSiðt�sÞÞ ¼ n.

5.2 Analysis for Energy Cost in Remote Cloud
Mode, Mobile Cloudlets Mode and OSCC Mode

In this section, we analyze the energy cost performance for
various service mode. Let’s consider a worst case where WiFi
is not available. For simplicity, it is supposed that there is only
one task node and its total computing quantity isQwhich can
be divided into n sub-tasks. Since static allocation can be
deemed as the extreme case of dynamic allocation, let’s focus
on the case of dynamic allocation.Wedivide thewhole energy
cost chain into three phases, i.e., task associated contents
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offloading, execution of sub-tasks, and computation result
feedback. Then, the total cost of remote cloud based service
mode can be calculated as

Ccloud ¼
Xn
i¼1

ðEcell
n!cxi þEcloud

proc xi þ rEcell
c!nxiÞ;

¼ QðEcell
n!c þEcloud

proc þ rEcell
c!nÞ:

(15)

In mobile cloudlets service mode, the major energy cost
comes from the use of D2D communications and periodical
detection of the surrounding nodes. Then, the total cost at
mobile cloudlets mode can be calculated as

Ccloudlet ¼
Xn
i¼1

ðED2Dxi þ Enode
proc ðiÞxi þ rED2DxiÞ þMrt�;

¼ Qð1þ rÞED2D þ
Xn
i¼1

Enode
proc ðiÞxi þMrt�:

(16)

Let ~X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng denote the solution of task allo-
cation, thus minimizing the cost can be specified as the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

minimize
~X

Ccloudlets

subject to
Xn
i¼1

xi ¼ Q

xi � 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:

(17)

The optimization problem is a linear programming problem
and can be solved by using a conventional solver, i.e., Matlab.

Considering the mobility of a service node, it may move
to some region without WiFi. In this case, the computation
result feedback can be classified into two situations: (1) the
service node moves back to the proximity of task node and
D2D connection is available. Under this situation, D2D link
can be used to deliver the result of sub-tasks, which is the
case of OSCC (back&forth). (2) otherwise, the cellular net-
work is the only choice to transmit the result of sub-tasks,
which is the case of OSCC (one way-Cellular Network).

We first give the probability Pi, which denotes the chance
that service node sni meets task node twice. Let ti;1 denote the
time interval when task node meets service node sni for
the first time. Let ti;2 denote the time interval between the first
meeting and the second meeting for task node and service
node. Since the time interval follows exponential distribution
and i.i.d., Let ti denote td � xi=ni. According to total probabil-
ity theorem,

P ðti;1 þ ti;2 � tdÞ ¼
Z ti

0

P ðti;1 þ ti;2 � tdjti;1 ¼ xÞ�e��xdx;

(18)

where P ðti;1 þ ti;2 � tdjti;1 ¼ xÞ ¼ P ðti;2 � td � xÞ ¼ 1� e��ðtd�xÞ.
Therefore, the Pi ¼ P ðti;1 þ ti;2 � tdÞ can be calculated as

P ðti;1 þ ti;2 � tdÞ ¼
Z ti

0

ð1� e��ðtd�xÞÞ�e��xdx;

¼ 1� e��ti � �tie
��ti :

(19)

Then, the cost can be calculated as

COSCC ¼
Xn
i¼1

ðxiED2D þEnode
proc ðiÞxi þ rxiPiED2D

þ rxið1� PiÞðEcell
n!c þEcell

c!nÞÞ þMrt�:

(20)

Thus, the minimum cost can be computed as

minimize
~X

COSCC

subject to
Xn
i¼1

xi ¼ Q

xi � 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:

(21)

The optimization problem is hard to solve, we divide this
problem in two stages. First we maximize P , second we
minimize the cost in OCS mode.

Algorithm 1. C Choosing Algorithm

begin
notation
r denotes the ratio of Sresult

sub�tk and Srecv
sub�tk;

� denotes average meeting rate ;
C is remote cloud or mobile cloudlets or OSCC;
initialization
if situation have stable WiFi then

use remote cloud through WiFi;
end if
if r > 1 and delay sensitive then

use remote cloud through cellular network;
end if
if � is small and cost sensitive then

use mobile cloudlets;
end if
if r < 1, � is large and maximum node freedom then

use OSCC;
end if

Return C;

Generally, the cost for the service node to offload the
computing task to the cloud or the cloud feedbacks the
result to the task node through cellular network is more
than the cost of D2D. Therefore, considering the energy cost
and delay in different situations, a compromising method is
desired according to the special applications.

� Remote Cloud: If the computing task is highly sensi-
tive to delay and users can afford high cost to reach
a higher QoE, using remote cloud (cellular network)
is not a bad choice.

� Mobile Cloudlets: If the task node is very sensitive to
the communication cost and the service node moves
in a small range, then the use of mobile cloudlets is
recommended.

� OSCC: If r is very small, and the service nodes
require maximum node freedom, choosing OSCC is
a best solution.

Now, we give the Algorithm 1 about how to chose remote
cloud, mobile cloudlets and OSCC.

5.3 Optimization Framework

Now, we will give the joint optimization for time delay and
energy cost. Due to the different impact of time and energy
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cost, we introduce a weight factor, denoted as v, which indi-
cates the emphasis on either time or energy cost. Thus mini-
mizing the time and energy cost of a single task node can be
specified as the following problem:

minimize
~X

t� þ v � COSCC

subject to
Xn
i¼1

xi ¼ Q

xi � 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:

(22)

We use genetic algorithms to solve above problem.
A genetic algorithm is a heuristic algorithm based on the
evolutionary theory of genetics and natural selection and
can solve this problem. The genetic algorithm is mainly to
use the heuristic method to search for the optimal xi.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the proposed OSCC mode will be evalu-
ated. We set the meeting rate � is 0.00004 to 0.00032 per
second, M is within the range from 300 to 3,000, and r is
set to be 0.001 per second by default based on the previous
work [29].

We considers two aspects for the experiment: (1) What
kind of impact do task allocation strategies pose on task
duration and energy cost? According to the feature of a
task, we classify it into non-cloned task and cloned task.
The task allocation strategies can be static and dynamic allo-
cation. (2) In order to evaluate our methods, we compare
our methods with closely related work. In Chun et al. [13],
remote cloud service mode is the major concern. In Li
et al. [6], mobile cloudlets was introduced in detail.

6.1 Task Duration

6.1.1 The Time Consumed by Allocating All the

Sub-Tasks with Non-Cloned Task

Because of the relationship among XðtÞ, N , M, � and n,
we need to evaluate the impact of each parameter on the

model. In Fig. 4a, we fix M to 500; let n be 10, and set �
to 0.0001, while varying N with various values, includ-
ing 30, 35, 40 and 45. As shown in Fig. 4a, task duration
increases when N becomes larger. Note that, here, the
task duration is the time when all of the users with task
achieve their goal of distributing all of the sub-tasks to
those mobile users who have no task assignments. From
Fig. 4a, we also can observe that Xð0Þ is smaller than M.
It is because N users already have tasks, thus Xð0Þ is
equal to M �N .

In Fig. 4b, we fix N to 45; n to 10; and � to 0.00001, while
varying M with 500, 750, 1,000, and 1,250, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 4b, when M ¼ 1; 250, the task completion
time is minimum among all of the scenarios compared. It is
because there are more chances for task users to meet a ser-
vice node to offload task to the node in a shorter period. In
comparison, when M ¼ 500, M �N service nodes are not
enough for consequent task offloading process, and thus
causing a larger task duration.

In Fig. 4c, we fix M to 500; N to 45; n to 10, while varying
� with 0.00004, 0.00008, 0.00016, 0.00032, respectively, in
order to obtain the impact of � on t and XðtÞ. As shown in
Fig. 4c, bigger � represents larger probability for a mobile
user to meet with a task node, facilitating the set of sub-
tasks to be distributed faster. With the decrease of �, the
task duration increases.

In Fig. 4d, we fix M to 500; � to 0.0001; and K to 450,
while varying n with 5, 7, 9, 11, so the N is K=n . As shown
in Fig. 4d, task duration increases when n becomes larger. It
is because when n increases with a fix number of total sub-
tasks N is decreased. This indicates that, under the fixed M
and �, the smaller n and the biggerN promote the task com-
pletion time. From Fig. 4d, we also can observe that Xð0Þ
is not equal with each other. It is because when n changes,
the N also changes. Similar with Fig. 4d, Xð0Þ is equal to
M �N .

In Fig. 5a, we fix M to 500; let K to 450; while varying �
with various values, including 0.00004, 0.00008, 0.00016 and
0.00032. As shown in Fig. 5a, as total sub-tasks is fixed, task
completion time decreases when N becomes larger. How-
ever when N reach 40, this benefit is not distinctive. We also
can see that the benefit of increasing N is not significant
when the � is high.

In Fig. 5b, we fix � to 0.0001; let K set to 450; while vary-
ing M with various values, including 500, 750, 1,000 and
1,250. As shown in Fig. 5b, like Fig. 5a, as total sub-tasks is
fixed, task duration decreases when N becomes larger.
From Fig. 5b, We also can see that the benefit of increasing
N is not significant whenM reaches 1,000.

Fig. 4. Evaluation onXðtÞ. (a) The impact ofN onXðtÞ; (b) The impact of
M onXðtÞ; (c) The impact of � onXðtÞ; (d) The impact of n onXðtÞ.

Fig. 5. Evaluation on XðtÞ and t�. (a) t�-different � with varying N ;
(b) t�-different M with varying N.
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6.1.2 The Time Consumed by Allocating All the

Sub-Tasks with Cloned Task

In Fig. 6a, we fixM to 500; let n be 10, and set � to 0.0001,while
varyingN with various values, including 30, 35, 40 and 45. As
shown in Fig. 6a, the impact ofN on SiðtÞ is not distinctive.

In Fig. 6b, we fix N to 45; n to 10; and � to 0.0001, while
varying M with 500, 750, 1,000, and 1,250, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6b, bigger M represents more chances for a
mobile user to meet with a task node. Thus, whenM is equal
to 1,250, SiðtÞ increases fastest to reach its maximumof 10.

In Fig. 6c, we fix M to 500; N to 45; n to 10, while varying
� with 0.00004, 0.00008, 0,00016, 0.00032, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6c, bigger � represents larger probability for a
mobile user to meet with a task node. Thus, when � is equal
to 0.00032, SiðtÞ increases fastest to reach its maximum of 10.

In Fig. 7a, we fix M to 500; let K be equal to 450; we vary
� with different values, including 0.00004, 0.00008, 0.00016
and 0.00032. In Fig. 7b, we fix � to 0.0001; let K be equal to
450; We vary M with different values, including 500, 750,
1,000 and 1,250.

As shown in Fig. 7, compared with Fig. 5, the task dura-
tion t�s of Fig. 7 is far smaller than the task duration t� of Fig. 5
under the condition of same N and � or same N andM. It is
because task clone is allowed. When task node meet an ser-
vice node, the service node becomes task node. In other
words, the number of task node becomes larger. However,

if the task clone is not allowed, the number of task node
stay the same.

6.1.3 Task Duration in Mobile Cloudlet Mode and

OSCC Mode

Fig. 8a has compared the task duration of OSCC mode and
mobile cloudlets. From the picture, in the situation that the
OSCC can be cloned with a fixed �, the task duration is
the shortest and the task duration of OSCC is shorter
than mobile cloudlets. Along with the increase of �, OSCC
presents a better delay performance, because the increase of
�, the task node meets the service node more frequently. As
for mobile cloudlets, the task duration decreases gradually
from a small � (for example, from 0:00002 to 0:0001). How-
ever, as � continues to grow, mobile cloudlets task duration
starts to increase because of shortened contacting time
which leads to inadequate contacting time for the offload-
ing, implementation and feedback of sub-tasks.

As shown in Fig. 8b, when � is larger than 0.0003, the per-
formance of OSCC starts to not be distinctive. It is because
the contact duration is too short to guarantee a successful
sub-task offloading.

6.2 Energy Cost in Remote Cloud Mode, Mobile
Cloudlets Mode and OSCC Mode

Fig. 9a has compared the energy cost in the mode of remote
cloud and OSCC. Four curves means the energy cost in the
mode of remote cloud and the energy costs in the mode of
OSCC with different r. As Ecell

n!c; E
cell
c!n > ED2D, when r < 1,

OSCC is smaller than remote cloud under normal circum-
stances. However, when r > 1, as r increases, The memory
consumption in OSCCmode also increases and its increasing
speed is faster than remote cloud increasing speed. More-
over, whenED2D increases, the cost of OSCC becomes large.

In Fig. 9b, the costs of mobile cloudlets and OSCC are
compared with each other. In these three methods, OSCC
has appeared smaller energy cost than the other methods
under the situation that the computing task can be cloned
(i.e., cloned task) when the � value is fixed, because OSCC
can complete the sub-tasks more quickly when it can be
cloned. When 0:00002 � � � 0:00014, the cost of mobile
cloudlets is less than OSCC when it cannot be cloned (i.e.,
non-cloned task), because OSCC may needs to upload sub-
task results to the cloud when the computing task cannot be
cloned but mobile cloudlets saves energy accordingly.
When � increases, the contacting time gets shorter, possibly
leading to the failure of implementing sub-tasks with

Fig. 6. Evaluation on SiðtÞ. (a) The impact of N on SiðtÞ; (b) The impact
ofM on SiðtÞ; (c) The impact of � on SiðtÞ.

Fig. 7. Evaluation on SiðtÞ and t�s . (a) t�s-different � with varying N;
(b) t�s-different M with varying N.

Fig. 8. Evaluation on task duration. (a) Compared the task completion
time of mobile cloudlets and OSCCmode; (b) OSCCmode task duration-
different nwith varying �.
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mobile device. Therefore, OSCC is better than mobile cloud-
lets in case of non-cloned task when � � 0:00014.

6.3 Optimization Framework

In this section, we consider the impact of static and dynamic
allocation on the experimental results. The performance of
non-cloned task and clone task is also evaluated. Genetic algo-
rithm is used to solve the optimization problem in terms of
energy cost and task duration. In our experiments, Theweight
factorv about task duration and energy cost is set to be 0.5.

In Fig. 10a shows the comparison of cost in term of
mobile cloudlets with static allocation and dynamic alloca-
tion. As shown in the Fig. 10a, the dynamic allocation is
almost smaller than static allocation, this is because the task
node knows each service node processing cost, so task node
send large task to the service node which have lower proc-
essing cost. when � < 0:00005 and � > 0:00017, the benefit
of dynamic allocation is not significant.

In Fig. 10b shows the impact of Enode
proc on energy cost in

terms of static allocation and dynamic allocation. In order to
verify the effect of dynamic allocation, random value is
applied. The circle represents the energy performance of

static allocation where Enode
proc is fixed to 0:1, which represents

the same processing capability of service nodes. while the
values of data points at X-axis mean the value span where
practical value is generated. For example, 0:2 in X-axis
means the practical value of Enode

proc is obtained between 0:01

and 0:19 in a random fashion; 0:01 in X-axis means the prac-
tical value varies from 0:09 to 0:11. As shown in Fig. 10b, the
larger is the interval, the better performance of dynamic
allocation can be obtained.

In Fig. 10c shows the comparison of cost in tern of OSCC
mode with static allocation and dynamic allocation under
non-cloned task and cloned task. We can see that dynamic
allocation with cloned task is the smallest energy cost. With
the increase of �, energy cost of all of the compared schemes
decreased. In the scheme of dynamic with non-cloned task,
the energy cost is decreased with fastest speed. It is because
the value of � have more effect on non-cloned task than
cloned task. When � reaches 0:00018, the impact of duplicat-
ing task becomes smaller. It is because the meeting times
increase in unit time slot, and thus speeding up the distribu-
tion of sub-tasks.

In Fig. 10d shows the conjunctive minimization of task
duration and energy cost. we set v ¼ 0:5. In the embedded
figure in Fig. 10d, with the increase of sub-task number n
and when n < 35, the cost decreases. It is because the
amount of sub-task allocated to service nodes becomes

smallerwhen total taskQ is fixed andmore sub-task commu-
nication with D2D. However, since the number of sub-tasks
is increase, it need more time to deliver the task content and
the periodically probing, so the task duration increase. Even
more, when n > 35, the cost increase since the periodically
probing excessive cost due to the task duration. So there
exists a trade-off, we try to decrease time and energy cost by
obtaining the solution to the optimal function. As shown
from Fig. 10d, using genetic algorithms, when n is equal to
26, the optimized performance is achieved.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusion

With the explosive increase of mobile devices and data traf-
fics, 5G network system needs to realize the resource utiliza-
tion more efficiently through novel mobile network
architecture designs. The task offloading is an efficient solu-
tion to cope with the growing mobile traffic and the associ-
ated computation demand. In this paper, by the use of
remote cloud and mobile cloudlets, we propose a new task
offloading mode, the Opportunistic task Scheduling over
Co-located Clouds mode. In the design spectrum of OSCC, it
can be deems as a compromisedmode between remote cloud
and mobile cloudlets to achieve high flexibility and better
performance in terms of energy and delay. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first to propose OSCC mode. In
order to understand how to use this new task offloading
mode better, we establish amathematical model and provide
solutions to some optimization problems.

7.2 Future Work—Workflow Scheduling

In this paper, we only consider that task consists of a bag of
sub-tasks, while there are no dependencies among those sub-
tasks. In future work, we will investigate the task including a
series of interactive sub-tasks, generally expressed as directed
acyclic graph GðV;EÞ. The vertices V expresses a series of

Fig. 9. Evaluation on energy cost. (a) Compared the cost between
remote cloud and OSCC mode; (b) Compared the cost between mobile
cloudlets and OSCC.

Fig. 10. Evaluation on the optimization framework. (a) Compared the
cost between static allocation and dynamic allocation in mobile cloud-
lets; (b) The impact of Enode

proc on energy cost in OSCC mode; (c) Com-
pared the cost between static allocation and dynamic allocation in
OSCC mode; (d) Conjunctive minimization of time and energy cost.
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tasks and edges E expresses the interaction or dependency in
sub-task pairs. The distribution of tasks on themobiles ismen-
tioned at Gao et al. [30] and a kind of energy-aware offloading
strategy is proposed based on cloudlet. MuSIC [31] presents
an optimal service allocation mechanism for location and
time-sensitive tasks in cloud and cloudlet environments. For
task scheduling in cloud, Chun et al. [13] has proposed a cost
adaptive virtual machine management technology which
requires lower time and energy cost. As for the computation-
intensive task, such as resource scheduling for multimedia
content driven, a kind of resource sensitivemoderate schedul-
ing algorithm with higher performance for the clustering of
cloud resources and tasks at Vasile [32]. Ge et al. [33] pro-
posed 5G wireless hackhaul networks to balance user task
and BSs task in a distributed network architecture. Moreover,
it is the first paper that the task scheduling and energy effi-
ciency optimization was derived by a user accessing Markov
chain model for random cellular networks [34]. However, all
above existingwork do not consider the workflow scheduling
in hybrid cloud and mobile cloudlets environments, so we
will address the issue in the future work regarding worflow
scheduling and task allocation inmobile cloudlets and cloud.
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